PRESENTS on SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 2018, in PATERSON, NJ:

THE GREAT FALLS SYMPOSIUM
on the Industrial Archeology of the New York – New Jersey Area

9:00
10:00

REGISTRATION, COFFEE AND REFRESHMENTS
WELCOME – John “Sandy” Needham, President, Roebling Chapter, SIA

10:15 TICCIH VISIT TO SEWELL MINING TOWN WORLD HERITAGE SITE, CHILE
		 John “Sandy” Needham, President, Roebling Chapter, SIA
10:45

VICTORIAN INDUSTRIALIZED FARMING – Leighton Hall Estate, Wales, UK
David Percival, archaeologist and survey manager (retired), Wales, United Kingdom

11:15

VERTICAL URBAN FACTORY
Nina Rappaport, author and professor of architecture, Yale University

11:45

PATERSON GREAT FALLS NATIONAL PARK UPDATES & OUTLOOK
Darren Boch, Superintendent, Great Falls National Historical Park

12:00

LUNCH

1:30

MEMBER ANNOUNCEMENTS AND UPDATES

2:00

HOW TO DO THE ETHNOGRAPHY OF A WATERFALL
John Collins, anthropologist and professor of anthropology at Queens College, NYC

2:30

BAKELITE: A VARNISH OR MOLDING RESIN? RICHARD W. SEABURY’S SEMINAL
EXPERIMENTS AT THE BOONTON RUBBER COMPANY
Richard W. Seabury III, Boonton historian and Morris County Parks Commissioner

3:00

BREAK refreshments provided

3:30

E.H. HARRIMAN’S INCLINED RAILROAD
Alex Prizgintas, local historian and Trustee, Woodbury NY Historical Society

4:00

REVIVING A GIANT: RESTORING THE CORLISS STEAM POWERED PUMPING ENGINE
AT THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF INDUSTRIAL HISTORY, PA
Michael Piersa, Historian & Museum Specialist, NMIH

4:30

CLOSING REMARKS – John “Sandy” Needham, President, Roebling Chapter, SIA

5:00

Tour of Overlook Park – A 40-minute walking tour of the completely rehabilitated Overlook
Park will be led by Gianfranco Archimede immediately after closing of the symposium. If time
and weather permit, a short follow up walk over to the waterfall at Mary Ellen Kramer Park may
also be included for those who may have not seen it.
*Please meet in the lobby of the Rogers Building from where the tour will depart*

10:15

TICCIH VISIT TO SEWELL MINING TOWN 		
WORLD HERITAGE SITE, CHILE
Sandy Needham, President, RCSIA

Some countries depend to a disproportionate extent on
one or two products – in the case of Chile where the
TICCIH conference was this year, these are wine and
copper. Copper mining in Chile is a key export and an
important vehicle of foreign exchange for more than a
century. Originally British and then American interests
developed and controlled the mines, but now they are
part of the national infrastructure of the country – and closely guarded. Copper deposits are
usually discovered in the most inconvenient places making extraction very challenging, and
Chile is no exception. In the early part of the 1900s, US copper interests created a whole town
in the base of the Andes, above the tree line but still very snowy in winter. The town of some
5000+ people was called Sewell – the name of the US company’s chairman. This was a company town with housing graded to your seniority, with schools and swimming pools – but with
no streets, just stairways, as it is built on an almost 45-degree angle. The connection to the
outside world was a just a private railroad. With the development of roadways, workers could
commute to the mines and the town was abandoned in the 1980s. It is now a World Heritage
Site as a monument to the effort and ingenuity of man in working mines for the extraction of
key minerals.

10:45

VICTORIAN INDUSTRIALIZED FARMING –
LEIGHTON HALL ESTATE, WALES, UK		

David Percival, archaeologist and survey manager (retired)

As the industrial revolution in Britain evolved during
the latter part of the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, improvements in husbandry and agriculture,
such as livestock breeding, mechanization and planned
farm layouts ran in parallel. Inevitably new industrial
technologies were applied to agriculture and attempts
made to industrialize farming. The Leighton Hall Estate
near Welshpool, Wales, is one of the most impressive manifestations of this trend in Britain.
Mechanization was applied to numerous farming activities ranging from the harvesting and
production of animal feed to the disposal and recycling of manure. The whole venture was
powered by water using Scotch turbines. The estate not only developed to produce a surplus
beyond its own immediate needs but became to a large extent, self-sustaining, making for
example, its own bricks and producing its own gas. While these were positive outcomes of his
applied technologies, the estate’s owner John Naylor was something of a Victorian eccentric
and was not always successful in his applications, as illustrated by several impractical innovations on the estate.
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11:15 VERTICAL URBAN FACTORY
Nina Rappaport, author and professor of architecture
This presentation focuses on multistoried urban factories that were significant as agents of innovation and
change in the past and today have renewed opportunities for making space for urban manufacturing. Looking
at both the mechanisms that run the vertical processes
and the design of the production spaces show how they
challenge outdated architectural thinking about “factory” design, as well as established urban land use and
zoning policies. Today, the potential for building vertically, and thus, more densely, in cities globally, would
reinforce the cycles of making, consuming, and recycling for new production spaces.

11:45
		

PATERSON GREAT FALLS NATIONAL PARK 		
UPDATES & OUTLOOK
Darren Boch, Superintendent, Great Falls NHP

Since the adoption of the General Management Plan for
the GFNP in 2017, a newly-renovated Overlook Park has
been completed and opened. Other park projects are
getting into design and are on the horizon for 2019-20.
Superintendent Darren Boch will outline the Overlook
Park project and those coming on line next.

2:00
		

HOW TO DO THE ETHNOGRAPHY
OF A WATERFALL
John Collins, anthropologist, CUNY Queens College

This paper is at base a methodological reflection aimed
at both the contemporary social realities--or the institutions, individuals and communities--surrounding the
Paterson Great Falls, as well as the theoretical problem
of how it is that a researcher might capture the complex exchanges of ideas, energy, everyday practices,
materials and metaphors that surround rivers and their
landscapes. In other words, while elucidating how humans have employed, and continue to
employ, the Great Falls for a variety of activities, a holistic ethnography of this National Park
site so important to US history is aimed also at improving our understanding of how human
and non-human actors compose or create an apparently shared world. This approach, which
moves beyond a nature-culture dichotomy, situates people more deeply in their environments
so that we may begin to understand a circular or dialectical process in which environments
constitute people even as those people alter or constitute their encompassing environments.
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2:30

BAKELITE: A VARNISH OR MOLDING RESIN? 		
RICHARD W. SEABURY’S SEMINAL EXPERIMENTS
AT THE BOONTON RUBBER COMPANY
Richard W. Seabury III, Boonton historian

Plastics Hall-of-Fame pioneer Richard W. Seabury was
the first to mold Bakelite resin at the Boonton Rubber
Company in 1907. At age 25, Seabury successfully
applied his energy, knowledge, company assets, and
proven manufacturing techniques that he developed
since chemist Edwin A. Scribner founded the firm in
1891. Seabury pondered how to satisfy the needs of
industrial manufacturers who were seeking better insulating materials not yet available on the
current market. At the same time, brilliant chemist Dr. Leo Baekeland, had recently invented a
synthetic resin which offered exceptional properties which interested Seabury. According to
Dr. Baekeland, the application for his resin would be to function as a superior varnish. In the
hands of Seabury, however, “Bakelite” was destined to be far, far more than a coating resin.
3:30

E. H. HARRIMAN’S INCLINED RAILROAD
Alex Prizgintas, local historian

The Harriman Incline transported visitors and supplies
up the mountain to Arden House, E.H. Harriman’s expansive estate. This presentation will feature more than
100 images that tell the story of Harriman’s arrival in
Orange County, his purchase of more than 2,900 acres
of land, and the arduous planning and execution of Arden House as well as some of the surrounding properties. Although the incline has been abandoned for
many years, some evidence still lingers and as Alex explains, “The cut for the incline railroad
can still be seen when you travel west on the Quickway and is one of the remaining clues that
illustrate the history of our region.”
4:00

REVIVING A GIANT: RESTORING THE
CORLISS STEAM POWERED PUMPING ENGINE
AT THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF INDUSTRIAL
HISTORY, PA
Michael Piersa, Historian & Museum Specialist, NMIH

The National Museum of Industrial History in Bethlehem, PA, is in the final stages of restoring what will
be the most powerful operating waterworks steam engine in the Americas. This presentation illustrates how
this 35-foot long, 115-ton pumping engine was transformed from a rusting hulk to a museum centerpiece. The nine-year project of relocating and
restoring the engine will be detailed, showing how traditional skills and modern technology
are coming together to bring the engine back to life.
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